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Houellebecq's new book "Quelques mois dans ma vie"
Has anyone here read it? Apparently it's a recounting of his experience with the sinister Dutch pornographers who
convinced him to make a sex tape with an onlyfans 'model' a while ago. I had no idea this book existed, it's not been
discussed much at all in the english-speaking press - it's not been translated yet but I'm still surprised given the hype for
Aneantir. It sounds like it will be a dreadful experience to read, but at the same time it seems fitting that Houellebecq would
eventually collide with his own subject matter in such a public and unbecoming way.

Can any french speakers tell us anything about it?
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"sinister Dutch pornographers who convinced him to make a sex tape with an onlyfans 'model'"

I mean, i like Houellebecq a lot (whatever is one of my favorites books), but he is being unfair to the KIRAC team.
He is by no means, an innocent person who is suddenly tricked to fuck with a beautiful woman, he liked everything
about the project, but didnt know how the KIRAC team worked, so, this time im not gonna side with him
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of course he's not, he's a wizened geriatric pervert who embodies the very worst of all the things he criticises.
I deeply dislike KIRAC as well - the whole scenario is like watching two morons spiral downwards into a vortex
of nihilism
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Tottally agree.
I would also add that both Houllebecq and KIRAC while being the worst in their respective fields, they are
also highly unique in what they have to "offer" to us, so i hate them but also respect their achievements,
curiosity and originality
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 about the whole debacle is very funny

"It was atrocious for me to think that the only trace that would remain of my sexual life, the most living part
of my life, would be a mediocre coitus with an inert sow, filmed by a degenerate cockroach, the whole thing
sure to be total ugliness. I deserved better than that; anyone deserves better than that."

Houellebecq recalls that he does not like feminists, which we already knew, but admits that for the first time
in his life, he thinks he understands a little of what rape victims experience. At the same time, he has good
words for his friend Gérard Depardieu, denounced for multiple sexual misconduct, while demolishing
Picasso, whom he calls an “ithyphallic moron”.

this article
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Depardieau denounced Putin so I forgive him now.(this is my only beef with that legend of an actor).
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Remember in Submission where the main character was angry that the 21st-century prostie experience was
unauthentic than the one in France during the Zola generation? I imagine this short book will be about that.
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It will be fun to accompany KIRAC27.

As it is, it's about as interesting as reading the sex scenes in Platform. (not as interesting as the wildling vagina in
Island, or the fucked to paralysis scene in Particles.

Here is a spoiler: Houellebecq likes to have his balls and asshole licked while getting his dick sucked.

Also, his wife is a high end escort.

Maybe none of it is true, but there's no fiction disclaimer. His publisher probably should have put one haha
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Not interesting at all. He's trying his best to justify his fucked up life to journalists and some of his readers. It is the
text of an almost senile old man who talks without interest about two subjects: his porn film and the controversial
interview in France that he had with a ridiculous philosopher (Onfray...).
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where can I watch it?
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It's not been realised yet, he's trying to get it blocked in court. the trailer is on youtube
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I wish someone leaked it

just as a visual addition to his books
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I know that some of you can provide the pdf. C'mon
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Not on this topic, but the Beyond The Zero podcast did an interview with Frank Wynne, who trabslated the early
books, which is fascinating.
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Wait he did hard-core porn for real? I think I can understand french enough to decipher the book because I think I
have to
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I read it on a plane in 1 or 2 hours. Not really interesting reflections but if you nothing better to do than read and old
man whining and trying to justify himself, it’s a short and entertaining read.
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I watched L'enlevement de michel houellebecq a month or two ago and there's a scene where the director very
clearly bought him a real prostitute to fuck so
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 you're welcomedownload link here (in french)
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Why is model in scare quotes?
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it's the generally-accepted term but it's not accurate. a better descriptor would be 'virtual prostitute' - but this
would have confused people. It's a discussion for another time

incidentally the person question seems to be friends with moldbug and that delicious tacos person... it's a
small and sad world!
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If a word is commonly used then its meaning has changed and is by definition accurate.
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